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Standardized Nomenclature for Modified Rankin 
Scale Global Disability Outcomes
Consensus Recommendations From Stroke Therapy Academic Industry 
Roundtable XI
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James C. Grotta, MD; Michael D. Hill, MD, MSc; Pooja Khatri, MD, MS; Jaren Landen, PhD; Maarten G. Lansberg, MD;  
Chitra Venkatasubramanian, MD; Gregory W. Albers, MD; on behalf of the XIth Stroke Treatment Academic Industry Roundtable

ABSTRACT: The modified Rankin Scale (mRS), a 7-level, clinician-reported, measure of global disability, is the most widely 
employed outcome scale in acute stroke trials. The scale’s original development preceded the advent of modern clinimetrics, 
but substantial subsequent work has been performed to enable the mRS to meet robust contemporary scale standards. Prior 
research and consensus recommendations have focused on modernizing 2 aspects of the mRS: operationalized assignment 
of scale scores and statistical analysis of scale distributions. Another important characteristic of the mRS still requiring 
elaboration and specification to contemporary clinimetric standards is the Naming of scale outcomes. Recent clinical trials have 
used a bewildering variety, often mutually contradictory, of rubrics to describe scale states. Understanding of the meaning of 
mRS outcomes by clinicians, patients, and other clinical trial stakeholders would be greatly enhanced by use of a harmonized, 
uniform set of labels for the distinctive mRS outcomes that would be used consistently across trials. This statement advances 
such recommended rubrics, developed by the Stroke Therapy Academic Industry Roundtable collaboration using an iterative, 
mixed-methods process. Specific guidance is provided for health state terms (eg, Symptomatic but Nondisabled for mRS 
score 1; requires constant care for mRS score 5) and valence terms (eg, excellent for mRS score 1; very poor for mRS 
score 5) to employ for 23 distinct numeric mRS outcomes, including: all individual 7 mRS levels; all 12 positive and negative 
dichotomized mRS ranges, positive and negative sliding dichotomies; and utility-weighted analysis of the mRS.
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The modified Rankin Scale (mRS) is a clinician-
reported measure of global disability. The mRS serves 
a uniquely important role in stroke trial investigation 

and stroke clinical care. It is the most common primary 
outcome measure in acute stroke clinical trials and in 
large-scale stroke care quality improvement programs.1–4 
Further, it is formally recommended by regulatory agen-
cies and clinical trial methodology consensus groups 
worldwide for use in acute stroke clinical trials.5–8 Accord-
ingly, it is important that approaches to mRS implementa-
tion, scoring, and reporting be widely agreed upon.

HISTORY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
mRS
Because the Rankin Scale’s development preceded the 
advent of modern clinimetrics, it was not the product of 
the sophisticated design, derivation, and validation pro-
cess currently used to create assessment scales.9 Rather, 
it was created by a clinician, John Rankin, using his own 
holistic judgement, for a specific use-case in 1957.10 
But it satisfied a need in the field for a broad rating of 
disability outcomes and so was taken up and employed 
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in increasing numbers of studies. In the 1980s, it was 
usefully modified by the addition of categories of asymp-
tomatic and fatal outcome levels by the UK-TIA (United 
Kingdom Transient Ischaemic Attack) trialists,11 expand-
ing from the original 5-level to the current 7-level struc-
ture of the mRS.

Although many later scales were developed to assess 
similar functional outcomes as the mRS, often using 
more sophisticated derivation methodologies, the mRS 
retained its preeminent position for several reasons. Two 
sources are historically contingent, related to the timing 
of its initial appearance. First, the mRS had first-mover 
advantage. When the mRS was one of the few available 
broad disability scales, many raters trained and became 
certified in administering it. It was difficult for new scales 
that would require additional training to dislodge the 
established mRS. Second, the mRS benefitted from a 
network effect, under which the value of a product or 
service increases as usage increases. New studies desir-
ing to compare their results to prior work had to use the 
mRS, as it had been the metric used in previous studies.

But several reasons for the wide adoption of the mRS 
are intrinsic to the scale, reflecting genuinely advanta-
geous features. The mRS can be performed rapidly. The 
mRS can be administered by individuals from broad train-
ing backgrounds, not just physicians.12–14 The mRS cap-
tures outcomes over the entire range of disability states, 
ranging from normal through several levels of disability 
to death; some other scales capture only subsegments 
of this range.7,15,16 As a measure of global disability, the 
mRS directly provides assessment of morbidity required 
by the European Medicines Agency.6 The mRS has desir-
able population distributional properties, with substantial 
proportions of patients being assigned to each of its 7 
component levels, avoiding the floor and ceiling effects 
that affect some other scales.7,16,17 Another strength is 
that the increments on the scale are relatively evenly, 
although not perfectly, spaced in terms of quality of life 
values assigned to them by patients and practitioners.18

An additional advantage of the mRS is that, via dif-
ferent historical trajectories, its definition of disability 
and that of organized medicine, as reflected in the rec-
ommendations of the World Health Organization, have 
become coterminous. The World Health Organization 
in 2001 established a new definition of disability, incor-
porating both medical and societal factors, characteriz-
ing the negative aspects of the interaction between an 
individual with a health condition and that individual’s 

environmental and social context. Disability is defined as 
an umbrella term that reflects difficulties encountered in 
any or all of 3 dimensions of functioning:

1. Impairments: problems in body function or structure
2. Activity limitations: difficulties encountered by an 

individual in executing a task or action
3. Participation restrictions: problems experienced by 

an individual’s involvement in life situations.
The mRS aligns well with this definition, as each of 
these 3 dimensions of functioning have leading roles in 
determining 2 of the 6 scale transitions. The presence 
of impairments determines the transitions from mRS 
score 0 to mRS score 1 (symptoms) and mRS score 5 to 
mRS score 6 (death). The presence of activity limitations 
determines the transitions from mRS score 3 to mRS 
score 4 (ambulation and bodily self-care) and mRS score 
4 to mRS score 5 (constant nursing care). Participation 
restrictions determine the transitions from mRS score 1 
to mRS score 2 (able to work) and mRS score 2 to mRS 
score 3 (able to live independently).

After the mRS proved highly useful, becoming increas-
ingly used as the primary end point in acute stroke trials 
despite its original pragmatic derivation, substantial work 
was performed to provide it with important additional 
clinimetric features, strengthening it to become a robust 
measure that would meet contemporary standards for 
assessment tools. Hitherto, these modernizing activities 
for the mRS have focused on 3 key aspects: (1) For-
malized Scoring; (2) Rater Training, and (3) Statistical 
Analysis. With regard to Scoring, the mRS as originally 
promulgated included only 2 or 3 short phrases char-
acterizing each mRS level to guide clinician-raters in 
assigning an mRS score to a patient. There was no guid-
ance on what steps the rater was to take to determine 
which of the phrases applied to a particular patient, so 
that score assignment was holistic and intuitive, rather 
than operationalized and objective. As a result, inter-reli-
ability was only fair in assigning mRS scores. To address 
this weakness, multiple groups developed approaches to 
make mRS scoring more uniform, including rater certi-
fication, centralized core laboratory scoring, and struc-
tured assessment systems.14,19–22 These succeeded in 
converting the mRS to a measure with well-operation-
alized scoring and were the subject of prior consensus 
recommendation statements from both Stroke Therapy 
Academic Industry Roundtable (STAIR) and additional 
trial methodology consensus groups.7,23

With regard to Statistical Analysis, as a 7-level ordi-
nal scale, the mRS may be statistically interrogated in 
a variety of ways, including dichotomized at various cut 
points; trichotomized at various cut points; with use of 
prognosis-adjusted sliding dichotomies; as a full, ordinal 
7-level scale; and with levels weighted by their health 
utility value.17,18,24 Each of these modes of statistical anal-
ysis has advantages and disadvantages. Initial trials often 
used dichotomized approaches, in part because they 

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

mRS modified Rankin Scale
STAIR  Stroke Therapy Academic Industry 

Roundtable
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were easier to perform and interpret in the era before 
widespread availabilities of computing resources and 
statistical software. But with the availability of programs 
to perform more sophisticated analyses, investigations 
demonstrated that the most powerful mode of analysis 
of the mRS for any particular study was determined by 
the individual study’s expected mRS outcome distribu-
tion in the control group and the expected change in this 
distribution in the treatment group.24 Following these 
investigations, recommendations regarding when to 
employ each of the available statistical analytic modes of 
the mRS were issued by both STAIR and additional trial 
methodology consensus groups.17,25–27

Another important characteristic of the mRS still 
requiring elaboration and specification to contemporary 
clinimetric standards is the Naming of scale outcomes. 
For a study’s findings to be useful to clinicians, patients, 
families, policy-makers, and payors, it is critical that the 
meaning of a difference in score outcomes between 
groups be able to be stated in a clear, accessible, and 
uniform manner. As is well known, it is important to char-
acterize not only the statistical significance of a trial 
finding but also the clinical significance.28,29 Statistical 

significance is a statement about the likelihood of find-
ings being due to chance. Clinical significance is a state-
ment about the magnitude of the treatment effect and its 
practical value for clinical practice. A necessary condition 
for clinicians and patients to assess the clinical signifi-
cance of trial findings is that they unambiguously under-
stand the nature of the health state(s) being increased or 
decreased by study treatment. As a result, several con-
sensus and governmental groups, including the Interna-
tional Patient Decision Aids Standards Collaboration, the 
Plain Language Association International Health Literacy 
group (PLAIN), the National Institutes of Health, and the 
US Health Resources and Services Administration, have 
formally recommended that health states and disease 
states be conveyed not in purely numeric or technical 
terms, but in plain language accessible and understand-
able by all.30–34 As per the PLAIN collaboration, a com-
munication is in plain language if its wording, structure, 
and design are so clear that the intended audience can 
easily find what they need, understand what they find, 
and use that information.31

Broadly, outcomes on ordinal scales can be assigned 
4 types of short labels: (1) numeric values, (2) scalar/

Figure 1. Stacked bar chart showing 
distributions of rubrics used to 
describe modified Rankin Scale 
(mRS) outcomes states in acute 
stroke clinical trials from 2000–2020. 
A, Health State terms; (B) valence terms. 
Extreme variability is demonstrated. For 
example, for health state terms, the label 
independent and its cognates were applied 
to both mRS score 0 to 1 and mRS score 
0 to 2; the term disabled and its cognates 
were applied to mRS score 2 to 6, mRS 
score 4 to 6, and mRS score 5 to 6. Also 
many trials (54%) provided no meaningful 
health state descriptor. For valence terms, 
the label good was applied to mRS score 0 
to 1, mRS score 0 to 2, mRS score 0 to 3, 
and mRS score 0 to 4; the term favorable 
was applied to mRS score 0 to 1, mRS 
score 0 to 2, and mRS score 0 to 4; and 
the term poor was applied to mRS score 
2 to 6, mRS score 3 to 6, mRS score 4 to 
6, and mRS score 5 to 6. Also, many trials 
(44%) provided no meaningful valence 
descriptor.
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intensifier terms, (3) health state terms, and (4) valence 
terms. All have been employed for the mRS, but in an 
unsystematic and often contradictory manner. As a 
result, the meaning of the results of clinical trials using 
the mRS as the primary end point is often obscure and 
opaque to readers.

Two of these label types were included in Rankin’s orig-
inal description of the scale: numeric values and scalar/
intensifier terms. However, both of these rubric categories 
are intrinsically unable to usefully convey the meaning of 
mRS outcomes. The mRS has 7 distinctly enumerated lev-
els: mRS score 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. But these numeric 
values alone provide no information about the qualitative 
contours of their outcome levels. A phrase like Treat-
ment B yielded a 5% absolute increase in patients with 
a score of mRS 0 to 2 has no clinical import for readers 
not already intimately familiar with the mRS. Scalar and 
intensifier terms identify different degrees of the nouns 
or adjectives they modify. The original mRS denoted its 
categories with 5 scalar/intensifier terms modifying the 
noun disability: no significant disability/slight disability/
moderate disability/moderately severe disability/severe 
disability. Unfortunately, scalar/intensifier terms tend to 
lose interpretability when applied to 4 or more levels of 
outcome. Such is the case with the mRS. The distinctions 
between slight versus moderate, moderately severe ver-
sus severe, and other transitions is not conveyed with any 
clarity by the scalar labels.

In contrast, the other 2 brief rubric types—health 
state terms and valence terms—do have the potentialvto 

provide meaningful descriptor terms for each of the 
mRS levels. But as they were not employed in the origi-
nal delineation of the scale, the appropriate labels within 
these categories to affix to the mRS levels was unspeci-
fied. Driven by the ineluctable need to use such terms to 
convey study results, many clinical trialists have deployed 
them, but in a bewildering variety of ways, often in mutu-
ally contradictory fashion. Health state terms indicate 
the presence or absence of particular states of being. 
Health state appellations applied to different mRS lev-
els have included: Disability-free, Disabled, Independent, 
Dependent, Ambulatory, Non-Ambulatory, and Capable 
of Bodily Self-Care.

CONSENSUS PROCESS
The Consensus recommendations were developed using 
a mixed-methods process. The STAIR X1 group meet-
ing was attended by 142 participants, including 40 aca-
demic physician and scientists who design and conduct 
acute stroke clinical trials, 14 NIH Program Officers, 15 
FDA officials, and 73 industry representatives including 
industry scientists, physicians, and executives. The aca-
demic participants included noninterventional vascular 
neurologists (28), neuroendovascular interventionalists 
(5), neurocritical care neurologists (3), neurosurgeons 
(2), statisticians (1), and preclinical neuroscientists (1). 
Geographically, attendees were from the United States 
(120), Canada (2), Europe (11), Asia (8), and Australia 
(1). There were 76 men and 66 women.

Figure 2. Examples of use of person-icons to illustrate the 7 modified Rankin Scale (mRS) health states. 
Panel (A) provides a set of male person icons. Panel (B) provides a set of female person-icons. A running figure represents the highest, symptom-
free functional level (mRS score 0); a walking figure carrying a briefcase represents having symptoms but able to work (mRS score 1); a figure 
standing still represents being able to live independently (mRS score 2); a bent figure with a cane represents more severe impairment causing 
dependency but not loss of ambulation without assistance on another person (mRS score 3); a figure using a walker being helped by a caregiver 
represents loss of ambulation without assistance of another person and/or loss of ability to perform bodily self-care (mRS score 4); a bedridden 
figure represents needing continuous care (mRS score 5); and gravestones represent fatal outcome (mRS score 6). These figures are labeled 
with health-state terms. In the Appendix are figures labeled with scalar/intensity terms (Figure IIA and IIB in the Data Supplement) and valence 
terms (Figure IIIA and IIIB in the Data Supplement).
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Before the meeting, to provide an evidential foundation 
for the consensus statement, 2 of the co-authors (J.L.S. 
and N.C.) performed an evidence synthesiss analyzing 
mRS terminology in major acute stroke trials between 
2000 and 2020. Based on this data, they drafted a first 
version of this statement which was circulated to attend-
ees before the event. At the meeting, the recommenda-
tions were discussed in plenary and breakout sessions. 
A larger writing group (all the co-authors) then revised 
the draft based on meeting discussions. The revised draft 
was circulated to all STAIR attendees soliciting additional 
comments and suggestions. Once received, these were 
incorporated into the final version of the statement.

The background evidence synthesis identified 90 
major acute stroke trials between 2000 and 2020 that 
reported the mRS as a primary, secondary, or additional 
outcome (see Evidence Synthesis Methods and Results 
in the Data Supplement). Overall, 46% used health state 
terms to describe mRS outcomes, but the labels were 
highly inconsistent across studies (Figure 1). For exam-
ple, the term Disabled has been applied to 5 different 
outcome ranges: mRS score 2 to 5; mRS score 3 to 5; 
mRS score 4 to 5; mRS score 5; and ordinal mRS shift. 
Valence terms are words that describe the degree of 
attractiveness or desirability of an individual or a condi-
tion. Valence appellations applied to different mRS levels 

have included: Excellent, Good, Favorable, Fair, and Poor. 
In the evidence synthesis analysis of acute stroke trials 
reported between 2000 and 2020, 56% used valence 
terms to describe mRS outcomes (Figure 1). But again, 
the labels were applied highly inconsistently across dif-
ferent trials. For example, the term Good outcome has 
been applied to 5 different outcome ranges: mRS score 
0 to 1, mRS score 0 to 2, mRS score 0 to 3, mRS score 
0 to 4, and ordinal mRS shift. While this terminological 
disarray persists, neither health state terms nor valence 
terms convey any stable meaning to clinicians, patients, 
policy-makers, and payors. They are at best ambiguous. 
Worse, they can actively mislead the reader to a percep-
tion of outcome character very different from that which 
actually transpired.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Understanding of the meaning of mRS outcomes by 
clinicians, patients, and other clinical trial stakeholders 
would be greatly enhanced by a harmonized, uniform 
set of brief labels for the distinctive mRS outcomes that 
would be used consistently across trials. This Consensus 
statement advances such recommended rubrics. Spe-
cific guidance is provided for 23 distinct numeric mRS 
outcomes, including: all 7 individual mRS levels (0, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6); all 6 potential positive dichotomized mRS 
ranges (mRS score 0, mRS score 0–1, mRS score 0–2, 
mRS score 0–3, mRS score 0–4, and mRS score 0–5); 
all 6 potential negative dichotomized mRS ranges (mRS 
score 1–6, mRS score 2–6, mRS score 3–6, mRS score 
4–6, mRS score 5–6, and mRS score 6); positive slid-
ing dichotomy; negative sliding dichotomy; ordinal shift 
across mRS levels; and utility-weighted analysis of the 
mRS (Tables 1 through 6).

The recommended brief rubrics here advanced were 
derived in an iterative, mixed-methods process. Sources 
of constraint and guidance for label selection were 5-fold. 
First, all selections were informed by and required to 
adhere to the brief, 9 to 16 word, state descriptions pro-
vided by Rankin in the original formulation of the Scale. 
Second the findings of the systematic evidence synthesis 
of trials reported between 2000–2020 were analyzed. For 

Table 1. Recommended Health State Terms for mRS Levels

Level Can …But Health state terms

mRS 0 No symptoms … Normal

mRS 1 Do work/leisure/school activities fulltime …has symptoms Symptomatic but nondisabled

mRS 2 Live alone for >1 wk …can’t do work/leisure/school activities fulltime Disabled but independent

mRS 3 Walk* …can’t live alone for >1 wk Dependent but ambulatory

mRS 4 Not require constant nursing care …can’t walk* nor do body self-care Not ambulatory nor capable of body self-care

mRS 5 Alive …requires constant care Requires constant care

mRS 6 … Not alive Dead

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale.
*Some modern versions of mRS evaluate independent mobility (eg, independent with wheelchair) rather than independent ambulation

Table 2. Recommended Valence Terms for mRS Levels

Level Can …But Valence

mRS 0 No symptoms … Ideal

mRS 1 Do work/leisure/school 
activities fulltime

…has symptoms Excellent

mRS 2 Live alone for >1 wk …can’t do work/leisure/
school activities fulltime

Good

mRS 3 Walk* …can’t live alone for 
>1 wk

Fair

mRS 4 Not require constant 
nursing care

…can’t walk* nor do 
body self-care

Poor

mRS 5 Alive …requires constant care Very poor

mRS 6 … Not alive …

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale.
*Some modern versions of mRS evaluate independent mobility (eg, indepen-

dent with wheelchair) rather than independent ambulation.
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a minority of mRS outcome states, the systematic review 
indicated consensus regarding terminology had sponta-
neously occurred, as reflected in uniform actual usage 
across trial reports. The unambiguous rubrics already 
established for these mRS states were maintained. Third, 
relevant guidance from United States and international 
governmental agencies was identified and incorporated. 
For example, the US Social Security Administration legally 
establishes the definition of what constitutes the Disabled 
health state in the United States. The law defines disabil-
ity on the basis of participation limitation, as the inabil-
ity to do any substantial gainful activity by reason of any 
medically determinable physical or mental impairment.35 
Fourth, 9 formal systems for assigning mRS scores used 
in various trials were reviewed and labeling approaches 
used widely across the systems or advanced with com-
pelling reasoning were incorporated. Finally, the appella-
tion choices synthesized from these first 4 sources were 
compiled in a draft recommendation document circulated 
premeeting to clinical trialists, statisticians, regulators, and 
study sponsors attending the XIth meeting of the STAIR 
in October 2020. The proposal was revised iteratively in 
response to 2 rounds of verbal and written feedback from 
attendees, leading to a final article approved for prom-
ulgation by the STAIR consensus group. Formal recom-
mendations are advanced for both health state terms and 
valence terms for mRS outcomes.

In addition, the consensus group noted that person-
icon figures have been found helpful in conveying to the 
lay public the meaning of score levels on the Expanded 
Kurtzke Disability Scale in multiple sclerosis.36,37 A similar 

figural approach could aid understanding of the mRS, 
especially by lay individuals. While no single figure can 
convey the full range of function that occurs at each mRS 
level, symbolic figure-icons can provide useful visual indi-
ces of gradations of disability. Example potential sets of 
male and female person-icons to visually depict each 
mRS level are shown in Figure 2, and we encourage the 
development of additional representations.

SITUATING THESE RECOMMENDATIONS 
IN THE EXISTING FRAMEWORK OF mRS 
CONDUCT AND INTERPRETATION
It is important to clarify aspects regarding how the cur-
rent terminology recommendations fit within the estab-
lished framework of mRS conduct and interpretation.

First, this document is intended to suggest rubrics 
that can be applied to communicate mRS scores; it is 
not intended to alter in any way the methodology for 
obtaining those scores. mRS scores should continue to 
be rated using one of the standard rating techniques 
(eg, Rankin Structured Interview, video-certified raters, 
Rankin Focused Assessment, Simplified mRS Ques-
tionnaire [SmRSQ], mRS-9Q, etc).14,19,21,22,38 These 
standard assessments will yield mRS scores of 0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6. The current document provides recommenda-
tions on health state and valence terms to be applied to 
briefly convey the meaning of those scores after they 
have been derived.

Second, the terms we advance for individual mRS 
states reflect that the mRS is a rater-determined scale, 

Table 5. Recommended Health State Terms and Valence 
Terms for mRS Sliding Dichotomy Outcomes

Outcome Health state term Valence term

When slide analysis counts only better than expected outcome as positive 
outcome

  Better Better than expected Favorable

 Worse As expected or worse Unfavorable

When slide analysis counts both expected or better than expected outcome 
as positive outcome

 Better As expected or better Favorable

 Worse Worse than expected Unfavorable

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale.

Table 4. Recommended Valence Terms for mRS Ranges

Cut point Key feature
Better  
outcome

Worse  
outcome

0 vs 1–6 Symptoms Ideal Less than ideal

0–1 vs 2–6 Able to do work/leisure/
school activities fulltime

Excellent Less than 
excellent

0–2 vs 3–6 Able to live alone for 
>1 wk

Good or 
better

Less than good

0–3 vs 4–6 Able to walk Fair or better Less than fair

0–4 vs 5–6 Constant care Poor or better Very Poor

0–5 vs 6 Survival Alive Dead

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale.

Table 3. Recommended Health State Terms for mRS Ranges

Cut point Key feature Better outcome Worse outcome

0 vs 1–6 Symptoms Normal Symptomatic or dead

0–1 vs 2–6 Able to do work/leisure/school activities fulltime Nondisabled Disabled or dead

0–2 vs 3–6 Able to live alone for >1 wk Independent Dependent or dead

0–3 vs 4–6 Able to walk Ambulatory or bodily needs-capable or better Not ambulatory nor bodily needs-capable or dead

0–4 vs 5–6 Constant care Not requiring constant care or better Requires constant care or dead

0–5 vs 6 Survival Alive Dead

mRS indicates modified Rankin Scale.
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not a patient reported outcome. The mRS is therefore 
objective rather than subjective. Young patients might 
find even mild symptoms to be very bothersome and 
would not apply the valence term excellent to their out-
come. However, they are unaware of or have not expe-
rienced the full range of several worse outcome states 
that they are not experiencing. Individual patients have 
limited direct experience of different disease intensities; 
they experience disease in depth but not in breadth. In 
contrast, physicians, nurses, and allied health profession-
als, who have direct encounters with patients with multi-
ple conditions and diverse severities, experience disease 
both in depth and in breadth, albeit externally. Terms 
reflecting patient perspectives are best applied to patient 
reported outcomes, such as the EQ-5D, rather than the 
mRS. In addition, this issue is also rendered somewhat 
moot by the fact prior studies have shown that clinicians 
and patient/family assign remarkably similar value rat-
ings to the 7 mRS outcome states.18

Third, the terms we suggest for individual mRS states 
are intended to reflect their absolute value, not their rela-
tive value. Patients with malignant hemispheric infarc-
tions who were destined to have fatal outcome without 
intervention and instead attain an mRS score of 4 with 
intervention have a good relative but poor absolute out-
come state. In contrast, the terms we suggest for sliding 
dichotomy analysis of the mRS are intended to reflect 
the relative value, not the objective value of each patient’s 
outcome. The hemicraniectomy patient who attains an 
mRS score 4 has a favorable result considering where 
they were bound.

Fourth, while most often used as an outcome mea-
sure, the mRS is also sometimes employed to character-
ize what the patient’s global disability level was before 
onset of the index stroke—the prestroke mRS. The terms 
here recommended are applicable to the prestroke mRS 
as well, since they are intended to characterize the intrin-
sic nature of each mRS health state, whether present 
before or after stroke.

Fifth, a limitation of the process for developing this 
consensus was that, although there were meeting partic-
ipants from Europe, Asia, and Australia, a majority were 
from North America. However, the evidence synthesis did 
not indicate a systematic difference in terminology in tri-
als reported from North America, Europe, and Asia. The 
literature search and consideration of terminology was 
confined to the English language; thoughtful translation/
selection of terms for mRS states in additional languages 
is desirable to widen the benefits of a uniform approach.

CONCLUSIONS
Our intent in developing the proposed consistent set of 
brief rubrics for mRS outcomes is to enhance patient, cli-
nician, and policy-maker comprehension of mRS findings 
in clinical trials and quality improvement initiatives. Our 
hope is that the harmonized nomenclature we advance will 
improve the usefulness and legibility of the scale, that it will 
be accepted by clinical trialists, regulatory agencies, and 
others active in stroke research and treatment, and that it 
will be widely adopted to improve clarity and understanding 
of the functional outcomes of patients after stroke.
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